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CONCORD by Stouby
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Concord – harmonic elegance and lighting lightness are characterizing for the 
chair. Concord gets inspiration from the legendary passenger plane. With 
self-confidence this chair will create absolute attention in both private 
residences and hotel lobbies all over the world. Concord is characterized with a 
special frame structure, which supports the expression of the seat and gives the 
feeling that the chair more or less is drifting. The casted aluminum legs follow 
the chairs shape and gives the design a sharp and streamlined look. Concord is 
available in both fabric and leather and is based on a form casted foam in the back 
and the seat. This ensures a good sitting comfort and also ensures that the chair 
keeps its shape many years ahead. In the range you will also find the Cumulus 
and Cirrus tables. Available as low chair, high chair, low chair with headrest and 
footstool.

CONCORD Design: Thomas Pedersen  - Year: 2010 / 2011
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With inspiration from the Concord chair, the Cirrus & Cumulus chairs also 
have the organic form language, which can be seen from the tabletop and the 
whole way down to the aluminum casted legs. The top is constructed of high-
pressured laminate with a black core and the common denomination for the 
Concord serie is the high polished aluminum legs, which supports the expression of 
the Concord. The legs are following the tabletops shape and bring the design a sharp 
and streamlined look. The tables are available in two different sizes, both
in black and white as standard, but can also be delivered in a large range of 
different colors as well as two heights: 42,5/47,5 cm

CIRRUS & CUMULUS 
Design: Thomas Pedersen  - Year: 2010
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Frost is designed by the Danish design duo FurnID, represented by furniture 
designer Bo Strange and industrial designer Morten Kjær Stovegaard, who 
due to the Frost chair can call themselves award winners. The outside of Frost 
is made of casted foam and the inside of soft foam, which overall is covered 
with textile or leather. This construction ensures a good sitting comfort and also 
ensures that the chair keeps its shape many years ahead. The legs are natural oak, 
soap treated, lacquered or dark stained. This combination gives the chair at one 
time a classic look and a futuristic look. With its sculptural details and finished 
elegance Frost is perfect with design classics and modern furniture, and for that 
reason this sophisticated chair will be a beautiful element in private homes and 
commercial areas, like hotel lobbies and airports.

FROST Design: FurnID - Year: 2011

Winner Winner of the Armchairs category 2015/2016  68
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BILOBA by Stouby
Furniture since 1902
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The lounge chair Biloba is inspired by the leaves from the Temple Tree, Ginko 
Biloba leading to an ideology about strength and unity.  It is created from natural 
Scandinavian materials with a purity of design. The chair gives an expression 
of community spirit, which is often experienced in Asiatic cultures as well as a 
predilection for the good craftsmanship. The hole in the back is an architectural 
detail, which reveals the form of the leaves. The two leaves create an opportunity 
to choose different materials and colors to the connecting shapes, this combina-
tion leads one’s thoughts to harmony and the unity of Ying and Yang. Biloba can 
be delivered with returnfunction in Oak (natural and black stained), Walnut and 
Makassar. The legs are highly polished aluminum. The seat and back cushions 
can be delivered in fabric or leather.

BILOBA  Design: Acer Design - Year: 2013
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MIRAGE by Stouby
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Mirage is the result of a design cooperation based on shared values of ergonomic 
comfort, timeless design and sublime craftsmanship. Mirage is characterized 
by round organic shapes in a tight and resilient design. The cigar-shaped legs 
placed under the seat frame, raises the sofa with a light and airy expression. The 
combination between the low and deep seat height contributes to a comfortable 
lounge feeling. Mirage is a modular sofa and available in four different modules 
that can be combined as desired and in a myriad of options. Available in fabric 
and leather which can be combined for a unique look.

MIRAGE Design: Thomas Pedersen - Year: 2012

1. straight

2. corner

3. corner - right

4. corner - left
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height  71
seat depth 57
seat height 42
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INTERDANE by Stouby
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Interdane – a flexible armchair, which offers great comfort and a refined visual 
identity. Interdane is produced in stainless steel which allows for precision 
detailing. The light construction creates a slight rocking feeling when one sits 
in the chair. The neck rest has been created out of cold foam and the stitching 
on the seat cushion gives the chair a graphical outline. Interdane has an in-built 
footstool, which is easy to unfold  and easy to fold, giving extra back support. It 
is flexible, ergonomic and very comfortable. Available in fabric and leather, with 
or without armrest.

INTERDANE Design: Oluf Lund - Year: 1989
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width  57
width w/arm 75
depth  91
height           105
seat depth 54
seat height 45
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AYO by Stouby
Furniture since 1902
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AYO Design: Susanne Grønlund - Year: 2014
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AYO with its curvy smoothness and soft padded construction are created for 
absolute relaxation, which are contrasted elegantly by a functional design, 
contrasting seems and light wooden legs. Voluminous softness is cleverly 
combined with Scandinavian lightness in a smooth feminine design 
expression. AYO is inspired by the smooth shapes of stones from the beach, 
which are rounded by the waves and sea. Available as a couch and low chair.
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WIGWAM Design: Tom Stepp - Year: 2009

Wigwam, a thick-cushioned chair with super-comfortable seating comfort and 
cuddly pillows. Molded back and a soft, comfortable seat. Both the back and 
seat cushions are made of foam and down, which together provide a relaxing 
comfort. With its sculptural simplicity, charming shapes and an easy, 
laid-back look Wigwam is a chair that can be used anywhere, from the living 
room in a private home, in waiting areas, hotels and airports. Wigwam is 
Supplied with adjustable headrest and with swivel base in brushed steel.

chair:
length  80
depth 76
height 88/110

footstool:
length  60
depth 47
height 43
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V11 Design: Illum Wikkelsø - Year: 1965

V11 – A series of classical furniture from Illum Wikkelsø consists of a sofa, an 
armchair and a footstool, beautifully detailed in a timeless design. V11 is 
characterized by its straight lines, beautiful curves and elegant rounded edges. 
The proportion of the sofa is long with a deep seat and a low back rest. V11 is 
supplied in selected textiles or full grained leather with legs in solid oak.
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    3 seater    chair    footstool
length      230         88        65
debth        80         93        48
height        74         89           34
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METROPOLE by Stouby

3,5 seater
     215

3 seater
     174

loveseat
     87

3,5 seater
     215

3 seater
     174

chair
   56

3+ seater
     194

2,5 seater
     153

3+ seater
     194

2+ seater
     130

2 seater
     116

corner
82x82

footstool
   64x78

footstool
   64x89

chaiselong
    87x148

chaiselong
    65x14845 corner

arm
  10

arm
  16

open end       
     122
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METROPOLE Design: Verner Østergaard - Year: 2005

Metropole is your personal sofa, designed to fit your own style, taste and 
livingroom. Metropole is a range of sofa modules that can be combined with 
different angles, corner sections, arms, legs and arm cushions as you please. 
Metropole comes in fabric, leather and microfiber with loose cushions. 
Metropole is created to meet human demands for individuality and comfort.
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CREATE YOUR OWN SOFA...
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RAM by Stouby
Furniture since 1902



Gemini is a series of sofas made with upholstered seat and back. The seat, 
backrest and armrests are made in one piece of fabric, to obtain smooth and 
round angles. The wide armrests seem to be wrapped around the seat, and the 
seams have been minimized. Gemini is available with slim aluminium legs, 
with square  legs in brushed steel, with round legs in beech and now also with 
steel bars. Available as sofa and chair.
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GEMINI Design: Verner Østergaard - Year: 2004
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RAM Design: Anders Nørgaard - Year: 1998

Ram chair and footstool are available in fabric or leather, with or without neck 
rest, “the horn of the ram”. The seating upholstery is cold foam with pocket 
springs and the legs in brushed stainless steel. Ram has a strong personality 
and a unique charisma
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MOJO PLATFORM
Design: Hans Thyge - Year: 2003

Mojo Platform is a high lustre table series. The combination of slim aluminium 
legs and unique tabletop with step-like sides raise the centre of gravity 
visually. It is available in oval or sunglass shaped design, both in black or 
white, or with free choice of Ral or Pantone colors at extra charge.

      oval    sunglass 
length       140      149  
debth         60        59 
height         36        36    
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HANG ON Design: John Sebastian - Year: 2002

Hang On is a simple and elegant lounge chair with a core mounted on a 
mat stainless steel frame. The chair is very light but remains solid and hard 
lasting. It has built-in back support and comes with a free choice of leather, 
fabric or micro fibre.
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With more than 100 years of producing furniture for 
customers, all over the world, we wish to enrich the world
with innovative design. Our designs are created in 
conjunction with the front-runners from a new 
generation of designers together with international 
knowns. Our furniture has a long lasting design, an 
excellent comfort and are all handcrafted in our own 
manufactory in Denmark and will last for centuries. Each 
piece of furniture is made to order by our experienced 
craftsmen. We supply the standard designs, but have also 
the capability to supply different shapes, dimensions 
and special fabrics and leathers. 

That’s what we call “Design it your way”.

Furniture from Stouby will bring you joy for many, many 
years!

HÅNDVÆRK PRODUCERET I DANMARK

Stouby Furniture A/S, Haremarksvej 7, DK-8723 Løsning
phone +45 75 65 01 00, email: stouby@stouby.com


